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SUMMARY

Unwanted signal comes from 800MHz Operator B to 800MHz Operator A makes 
interference noise to Operator B networks. This filter makes it possible to reduce such a 
noise and by using interference filter to Operator A (telecom operator), it is possible to 
reject Down link power of 800MHz (Operator B) signal power.

By checking spectrum band we recognize as below

Quick solution is to remove BTS location to another site. But there has already serviced 
on the site, so BTS cannot be removed.

A new way what we show you today is using a very sharp attenuation  filter with 
supporting  more than 70 dB.  BTS output power generates around 50W (47dBm) is 
decreased to 0.005mW( -23dBm) by this duplexer

For more clearly understanding, we suggest a couple of simulation for this solution.

1. Operator A frequency information
Operator A has 800 MHz band for LTE system and nearest band is 800MHz of 
Operator B whose noise is caused to Operator A networks. 

#Operator A’s UL and DL frequency

Operator A 

UL Freq
Center :892.5

DL Freq
Center :937.5

UL 
start  Stop

DL 
start  stop

Bandwidth: 5 MHz 890 895 935 940

#Operator B’s UL and DL frequency

Operator B

DL Freq
Center:881.6

UL Freq
Center:836.6

DL 
start  stop

UL 
start FX stop

Bandwidth: 5MHz 879.1 884 834.1 839.1

Following Frequency Allocation as below.



UL of operator A suffers from DL of operator B

We can see frequency allocation between Operator B and A, there are 6MHz 
frequency space between them. 

, 
■ Our  Solution :

 We will provide 3 case of Interference filters for 5, 6, 10MHz separation bands  
from Operator A Up-link side with very sharp attenuation cut Frequency.

We simulated 3cases of band separations as following next page.

 

2. Simulation 
a. 5MHz separation frequency

UL 890-895MHz and DL 935MHz-940MHz
Attenuation Band is 885MHz at 70dB (860 to 885MHz)
Nearest band is very important factor for in this case. 



             ■Pros  : it is very sharp cutting slope for nearest band 885MHz
             ■Cons: Insertion loss is highest in these three cases. Around 2.58dB (highest)

       Simulation data of Case A

On the simulation data, there is blue circle on around  Point 1 shows -72dB attenuation
at 885MHz
  

b. 6MHz separation (Recommended) 
UL 890-895MHz and DL 935MHz-940MHz
Attenuation Band is 884MHz at 70dB (860 to 884MHz)
Nearest band is very important factor for in this case. 
6MHz separation is second nearer band for this solution.

■Pros   : it is second sharpest cutting slope for nearest band 884MHz
                          And insertion loss is middle level in these 3 cases 

            ■Cons  :no speciality 



On the simulation, there is blue circle on around point 1 shows -73dB attenuation at 
884MHz
  

c. 10MHz separation.
UL 890-895MHz and DL 935MHz-940MHz
Attenuation Band is 880MHz at 70dB (860 to 880MHz)
This is normal type of duplexer  

■Pros   : Insertion loss is lowest in these 3 cases.
              ■Cons  : Slope is not sharpen in these 3 cases.



On the simulation, there is blue circle on around point 1 shows -76dB attenuation at 
879.25MHz
  

■ Conclusion  
   The insertion loss is also important parameter for when deploying the filter 
   between Antenna and RRU or BTS.

70dB attenuation is enough for reducing power in this case.
As a result, under circumstance of frequency allocation, insertion loss and outer 
attenuation, 6MHz separation  is second nearest separation band between Operator
A and B which is preferable to use interference filter.

3. Outline drawing 
Choice of two type 
#1 single type filter for 1x1 connection 
The connectors are 7/16 DIN female 



Figure1 : example of case A filter

#2 dual type filter  for 2x2 mimo connection 
The connectors are 7/16 DIN female 



Figure 2: example of case A filter

4. The image of installation structure 
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Figure3. After using Filter to Operator A


